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Coalition members will evaluate all planning policies, development 
actions, and budgeting decisions according to the the following core 
principles:

• Racial and Class Justice – City policies and actions must benefit, not
harm, all communities of color especially black and brown families.

• Stop Displacement – Policies and actions must prevent forced 
displacement, both commercial & residential, and provide housing 
and commercial/retail space DC residents can truly afford to thrive.

• Economic Justice – We must end wealth inequality in the city by 
always placing human needs and human rights above corporate profit
interests, especially with vulnerable DC communities.

• Environmental Justice – City policies and actions must protect 
human health and environment, especially with “front line” 
communities.

• Public Resources for Public Needs – We must retain self
determination throughout the city by ending the privatization and 
transfer of public monies, public land, public housing, and public 
services to private entities.

• Equitable Access to Public Services – Full, fair and affordable access
must be prioritized with DC's underserved neighborhoods as it 
regards community facilities and services (schools, recreation centers,
libraries, emergency responders, senior services, healthy food 
services) as well affordable transit/transportation and high quality 
infrastructure.

• Community Driven – Polices and actions must prioritize and 
empower impacted longterm District of Columbia residents and 
families, giving greater weight to those DC communities vulnerable to
displacement.



THE 2006-2026 COMP PLAN 
2019 AMENDMENT CYCLE

THE DC GRASSROOTS PLANNING COALITION ASKS THE COUNCIL TO AMEND
DCMR 10A-DCMR-217 & 218 USING THE GREEN-LINE TEXT ATTACHED.



217 MANAGING GROWTH AND CHANGE: GUIDING PRINCIPLES

217.1 1. Change in the District of Columbia is both inevitable and desirable.  The key is to manage change in

ways that protect the positive aspects of life in the city and reduce negatives such as poverty, crime, and

homelessness.  If the District is to sustain itself, growth and change must meet a standard of Equity,

the principle commitment to substantially reducing disparities to eliminate economic, social, and

racial  inequities,  displacement,  and  a  loss  of  diversity  citywide.  City  policies,  initiatives,  and

development  project  approvals  must  ensure  equitable  access  to  transportation,  housing,

education,  employment,  healthy  food,  health  care,  clean  water,  emergency  services,

transportation,  parks,  and other public services.   217.1  [[  From Point  #3 of  the DC Grassroots

Planning Coalition Resolution ]]

217.2 2. A city must be diverse to thrive, and the District cannot sustain itself by only attracting small, affluent

households.  To  retain  residents  and  attract  a  diverse  population,  the  city  should  provide  services  that

support families. A priority must be placed on sustaining and promoting safe neighborhoods offering health

care, quality education, transportation, child care, parks, libraries, arts and cultural facilities, and housing

for families. 217.2

217.3 3. Diversity also means maintaining and enhancing the District’s mix of housing types. Housing should be

developed for households of different sizes, including growing families as well as singles and couples.

217.3

217.4 4. The District needs both residential and non-residential growth to survive. Nonresidential growth benefits

residents by creating jobs and opportunities for less affluent households to increase their income. 217.4

217.5 5. Much of the growth that is forecast during the next 20 years is expected to occur on large sites that are

currently isolated from the rest of the city. Rather than letting these sites develop as gated or self-contained

communities, they should become part of the city’s urban fabric through the continuation of street patterns,

open space corridors and compatible development patterns where they meet existing neighborhoods. Since

the District is landlocked, its large sites must be viewed as extraordinarily valuable assets. Not all should be

used right away-some should be “banked” for the future. 217.5

217.6 6. Redevelopment and infill opportunities along corridors and near transit stations will be an important

component  of  reinvigorating  and  enhancing  our  neighborhoods.  Development  on  such  sites  must  not

compromise the integrity of stable neighborhoods and must be designed to respect the broader community

context. Adequate infrastructure capacity should be ensured as growth occurs. 217.6

217.7 7. Growth in the District benefits not only District residents, but the region as well. By accommodating a

larger number of jobs and residents, we can create the critical mass needed to support new services, sustain

public transit, and improve regional environmental quality. 217.7



The provisions of Title 10, Part A of the DCMR accessible through this web interface are codification of the

District Elements of the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. As such, they do not represent the

organic provisions adopted by the Council of the District of Columbia. The official version of the District

Elements only appears as a hard copy volume of Title 10, Part A published pursuant to section 9a of the

District of Columbia Comprehensive Plan Act of  1994, effective April  10, 1984 (D.C. Law 5-76; D.C.

Official Code § 1 -301.66)) . In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions accessible through

this site and the provisions contained in the published version of Title 10, Part A, the provisions contained

in  the  published  version  govern.  A  copy  of  the  published  District  Elements  is  available

www.planning.dc.gov.

http://www.planning.dc.gov/


218 CREATING  SUCCESSFUL  NEIGHBORHOODS:  GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

218.1 8.The residential character of neighborhoods must be protected, maintained and improved. Many District

neighborhoods  possess  social,  economic,  historic,  and  physical  qualities  that  make  them  unique  and

desirable places in which to live. These qualities can lead to development and redevelopment pressures that

threaten the very qualities  that  make the neighborhoods attractive.  These pressures  must be controlled

through zoning and other means to ensure that neighborhood character is preserved and enhanced. 218.1

218.2 9.  Many  neighborhoods  include  commercial  and  institutional  uses  that  contribute  to  their  character.

Neighborhood businesses, retail districts, schools, park and recreational facilities, houses of worship and

other  public  facilities  all  make our  communities  more  livable.  These  uses  provide  strong centers  that

reinforce neighborhood identity  and  provide destinations and services  for  residents.  They too must  be

protected and stabilized. 218.2

218.3 10. The recent housing boom has triggered a crisis of affordability in the city, creating a hardship for many

District  residents and changing the character of neighborhoods. The preservation of existing affordable

housing and the production of new affordable housing both are essential to avoid a deepening of racial and

economic divides in the city. Affordable renter-and owner-occupied housing production and preservation is

central to the idea of growing more inclusively. Community-led development and non-market-based

strategies must be added to the planner’s toolbox and shall be used during development review

to address the shortage of truly affordable housing. City resources (land, budget, etc.) must be

committed to transparent and community-based planning solutions, such as publicly owned and

controlled  housing,  community  land  trusts,  limited  equity  cooperatives,  and similar  initiatives.

218.3 [[From Point #3 in the DC Grassroots Planning Coalition Resolution ]]

218.4 11. The District of Columbia contains many buildings and sites that contribute to its identity. Protecting

historic  resources through preservation laws and other  programs is  essential  to  retain the heritage that

defines and distinguishes the city. Special efforts should be made to conserve row houses as the defining

element of  many District  neighborhoods,  and to restore neighborhood “main streets” through sensitive

renovation and updating. 218.4

218.5 12. Each neighborhood is an integral part of a diverse larger community that contributes to the District’s

identity.  Growing  an  inclusive  city  means  that  all  neighborhoods  should  share  in  the  overall  social

responsibilities of the community, including housing the homeless, feeding the hungry, and accommodating

the disabled. 218.5

218.6 13.  Enhanced  public  safety  is  one  of  the District’s  highest  priorities  and  is  vital  to  the  health  of  our

neighborhoods.  The District  must continue to improve safety and security,  and sustain a high level  of

emergency police, fire, and medical assistance. Moreover, the District must engage in appropriate planning

and capital investments to reduce the likelihood and severity of future emergencies. 218.6



218.7 14. Confidence in government begins at the neighborhood level. It is built block-byblock, based on day-to-

day relationships and experiences. Meaningful citizen participation and quality, responsive neighborhood

services are essential to sustain successful neighborhoods. 218.7

218.8 15. Public input in decisions about land use and development is an essential part of creating successful

neighborhoods, from development of the Comprehensive Plan to every facet of its implementation. 218.8

218.9 Policies and actions to support  neighborhoods cut across many Comprehensive Plan topics and appear

throughout this document. Wherever they may appear, these policies are underpinned by the common goal

of conserving functioning, stable neighborhoods and improving those that need redirection through a lens

of  socio-economic  and racial  equity.  218.9  [From Point  #3 in  the  DC Grassroots  Planning Coalition

Resolution ]]  → MOVE TO LAST POLICY POINT IN THIS SECTION AFTER ADDING TWO NEW

PRINCIPLES BELOW.

218.10 16.  The  residential  and  commercial  “character”  of  a  neighborhood  extends  beyond  the  built

environment to the people who live and work in that neighborhood. City planners and zoning

officials must publicly evaluate and report on the benefits and impacts of proposed projects within

the physical and demographic contexts in which they are to be built. To this end relevant agencies

must regularly  measure and report  progress towards meeting DC’s affordable housing goals,

evaluate and propose mitigation of rising housing costs to prevent displacement--not just at that

site  but  in  the  surrounding  community--and  to  identify  and  implement  social,  economic,

environmental, and developmental priorities to protect & advance impacted communities.  218.10

[[ New Principle 16, From Point #4 in the DC Grassroots Planning Coalition Resolution ]]

218.11 17. The city must use its resources and assets strategically to advance the well-being of all

residents. When a project depends on public subsidies, surplus land, and/or entitlements, such as

Zoning Map or Future Land Use Map amendments, PUDS, variances, special exceptions, tax

abatements, and tax increment financing (“TIFs”), the city can and must recapture the enhanced

value  of  the  land  that  results.   The  recaptured  value  shall  meet  the  equity  needs  of  DC’s

neighborhoods in the form of deeply affordable housing (≤ 30% area median income),  family

housing, and permanently affordable first floor retail and commercial space for local businesses,

artists, business incubation.  218.11 [[ New Principle 17, From Point #5 in the DC Grassroots

Planning Coalition Resolution ]]

The provisions of Title 10, Part A of the DCMR accessible through this web interface are codification of the

District Elements of the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. As such, they do not represent the

organic provisions adopted by the Council of the District of Columbia. The official version of the District

Elements only appears as a hard copy volume of Title 10, Part A published pursuant to section 9a of the

District of Columbia Comprehensive Plan Act of  1994, effective April  10, 1984 (D.C. Law 5-76; D.C.

Official Code § 1 -301.66)) . In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions accessible through



this site and the provisions contained in the published version of Title 10, Part A, the provisions contained

in  the  published  version  govern.  A  copy  of  the  published  District  Elements  is  available

www.planning.dc.gov.

http://www.planning.dc.gov/

